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PART ONE: BACKGROUND AND DEVELOPMENT CONTEXT
1.

Introduction

In September 2019 Achnamara Village Hall Committee commissioned a consultancy team to carry
out a feasibility study into the options for ownership or lease of assets in Achnamara including the
village hall, forestry land, school building and pier. The research methods, the assets, and the
findings of the feasibility are covered in Sections 2 to 6. Following consideration of the feasibility
study, this business plan has been prepared to guide the community in seeking to purchase the area
around the village hall, an area of commercial forestry and the pier and adjacent land.
The vision of the community for the area and core development plans to deliver that vision are
considered in section 7 to 9. Finally, sections 10 to 12 consider the skills needed, the risks of
community ownership and potential funding sources to deliver the plan.

2.

Research Methods

The research underpinning the analysis contained in this report was conducted using a combination
of methods including:
Desk-based analysis of relevant documents including:
•
•
•
•
•

•

Species and stocking data relating to the current forest operation, and comparable CATS
examples based on information supplied by FLS.
The Existing Building Condition Report and financial information relating to the village hall
Argyll & Bute Council Options Appraisal, title plan, floor plan and estimated repair costs for
Ashfield Primary school building.
Internet research of comparable business activities.
Evaluation reports, national and regional policy and regional socio-economic
documentation relating to the focus of the study. For example, the 2016 & 2019 Achnamara
Community Surveys, Argyll & Bute Economic Development Plan, 2001 and 2011 census data
and ‘Awakening the Giant: the Strategic Framework for Scotland’s Marine Tourism Sector’.
Achanamara PAWS (Plantation on Ancient Woodland Sites) Survey 2018 completed by
Angus Bevan, Native Woodland Cooperative.

Primary data analysis of findings from:
•
•
•

•

A site visit to Achnamara on October 16th 2018 to assess potential development options and
locations.
Woodland Visits by Woodland Management Consultant on 13th October and 15th November
2018.
Individual telephone consultations with representatives of community groups that use the
community hall and/or the adjacent shed including Café Connect, the table tennis club, Stich
Up, Parent and Toddler Group and the skiff club. One of the local Councillors for the Ward
was also consulted, as were local representatives of Scottish Natural Heritage and Forestry
Commission Scotland.
A community consultation meeting in Achnamara on November 28th 2018 to get the
community’s views on potential development options via community ownership of land
and/or other assets.
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3.

Achnamara’s Assets

The assets which the community is seeking to purchase and develop under this business plan
comprise forest, the existing village hall and neighbouring shed and the pier. Each of these is
described in this section and the strategy for purchase and development is detailed in section 8.

Achnamara Forest
The community aims to purchase130.29ha around Achnamara, an area which is part of the
approximately 6,500ha National Forest Estate holding in Knapdale. The majority of the forest
consists of 20th century conifer plantations which were established either on the site of existing
native woodlands, or on previously farmed ground. The area also includes areas of open ground,
including ground in the village of Achnamara, a legacy of its history as a forest village.
The forest around Achnamara is a valuable local asset which has seen little recent active
management for local benefit. Public amenity on the site has declined in recent years, as existing
access facilities have neither been maintained nor promoted. Further, since the closure of the school
the area is no longer used for educational purposes.

Stocking tables
This information is developed from data supplied by Forestry and Land Scotland and is used under
the Open Government Licence. Figures reflect the impact of the 2019 felling operation that is
underway. Some rounding and small-scale errors that may have occurred in the analysis of over 600
polygons are the authors’ own responsibility.
Tree Species and Age Classes
Species

Planting Year

Mixed conifer
1933
Broadleaves
After 1980
Broadleaves
Before 1980
Sitka Spruce
1969-72
Sitka Spruce
1978-86
Sitka Spruce
85-94
Sitka Spruce
95-99
Open Ground
Total above
Table 1: Area of various tree species, with age distribution

Area (ha)
4.29
22.6
21.9
14.58
5.06
19.73
12.62
29.51
130.29

Age class distribution
Industrial forestry in Scotland has tended to be focussed on large scale even aged monocultures, the
result of a relatively intensive period of afforestation largely on poorer soils during the 20th century.
However, a more balanced age class distribution can help to ensure a more even source of income,
involves less drastic landscape change, and can have biodiversity benefits. The sector is working to
establish this more desirable pattern.
The 20th century history of large-scale afforestation around Achnamara appears to have commenced
shortly after the acquisition of ground by Forestry Commission in the early 1930s, with some residue
crops from this period. At least one other phase may be conjectured to have occurred when farming
at Balure ceased (probably in the late 1960s), and some of the compartments under consideration
probably date to this period.
5

At least some of this planting was carried out on ground which was previously native woodland,
resulting in the creation of Plantations on Ancient Woodland Sites (PAWS). Some of these areas have
been restored to native woodland over the last 30 years, and this has resulted in a younger age class
of broadleaf trees.
The result of the 20th century plantations, and subsequent restocking is a block of forestry that has a
reasonable age structure, although it is also worth noting that there are no Sitka spruce plantings in
the area under the age of 20.

Species Composition
The Forest area is dominated by Sitka spruce, with just under one third stocked with mixed
broadleaves, varying from mature Atlantic oak trees along the watercourses and in isolated stands
elsewhere.
Species
Percentage of wooded area
Sitka Spruce
58
Broadleaves
38
Mixed Conifers
4
Table 2: Species composition in the wooded area

Species and age distribution
Map 1 shows the distribution of these various types and ages of tree across the potential areas for
transfer. The majority of the oldest trees are to be found in the area to the rear of Achnamara
House, with established and regenerating broadleaves spread across the site. The majority of the
youngest conifers are to be found in the easternmost part of the area under consideration.
Harvestable crops
Although there will be scope to produce small volumes of timber from the broadleaves, and some of
the older Douglas Fir and Larch have the potential to interest specialist sawmills and markets, the
majority of the harvestable crop in the area under consideration is to be found in the Sitka Spruce.
There is a reasonable area (21.4ha) of 45-50 year old Sitka spruce, and it will be desirable to harvest
the great majority of this area in the next few years. The whole provides the potential to generate
timber revenues into the future.
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Map 1: showing the main areas of growing conifers

Yield Class
The rate of growth of a timber crop is measured by Yield Class. Every annual increment of 1m3 to the
volume of growing timber per hectare adds one to the Yield Class. Typically, broadleaves perform
poorly by this measure, yielding an additional 1-4 m3 per hectare per annum. Conifers, especially
Sitka spruce is capable of impressive annual increments. The viability of the conifer crop will depend
on the Yield Class and the timber price at the time of felling. Typically, a Yield Class of 14 or more has
been regarded a “worthwhile” commercial crop. The figures for Sitka spruce in the area under
investigation are good in this regard. The whole of the site is sufficiently low lying and on reasonable
soils throughout to allow for high yield classes to apply throughout the site.
Yield Class
Hectares
YC 20 or more
45.9
YC 14-18
11.5
YC 8-12
2.6
Table 3: Yield Class for Sitka spruce in the feasibility study area

Wind Hazard Classification
Forestry and Land Scotland classes the great majority of the area as being of Category 3 and 4, or
relatively low risk by Argyll standards. Windthrow risk increases as the top height of the tree crop
increases, so there is an ever-increasing risk of windblow, especially in the more mature trees.
Windblow both decreases the timber value, and also increases the cost of harvesting operations.
Little windblow was observed during visits to the forest, except for one area of c0.5ha of windblown
Sitka spruce, which is part of the Forestry and Land Scotland 2019 felling area. However, most of the
more mature crop will need to be harvested in the near future.
7

Open Ground and Other Land
Over 30% of the total area will not have tree cover at acquisition, representing a clear fell site and a
range of land uses other than forestry, including the village hall site, and other communal areas in
Achnamara, the solum of the public road through the village, foreshore, fields and open ground
within the forest. An additional 18.64ha which is in the process of being felled is included in this
category.
Open ground can be an important wildlife habitat, and it is understood that a conservation grazing
scheme has been in place for at least one of the fields within the area under consideration. Further
investigations will be required prior to the development of proposals that involve any change of use
of this area.
The area which is being felled will be transferred with a legal obligation to restock with a new
generation of trees. Part of the area is a Plantation of Ancient Woodland Site.

The Native Woodland Resource
Plantations on Ancient Woodland Sites (PAWS)
Large areas of the conifer plantations at Achnamara were created on the site of long-established
native woodlands, and the restoration of these areas is a high priority, which is required by, for
example, Forest Stewardship Council (FSC) Certification, and by the UK government’s forestry
standard (UKFS). A specialist report was produced by Angus Bevan on this aspect of the forest at
Achnamara.
Riparian Habitats
Native woodlands in the west coast of Scotland can be described as a temperate rainforest: high
levels of rainfall, the mild climate and clean air have allowed internationally rare non-flowering
plants to thrive. The best examples are frequently found near to watercourses and the gorge section
of the Barnagad Burn above the village would appear to be an example of this type of habitat. A
recent survey associated with the proposed community hydro electric scheme reflects this.
Mature Conifers
The 1930 conifers are starting to become substantial trees, and have the potential to continue to
grow into a spectacular stand of mature conifers. The Norway spruce stands are particularly valuable
as Red squirrel habitat.
Access and Recreation
The area under consideration includes a circular walk from the village (see Map 2), which is partly
based on forestry roads, and partly on a well-established desire line. The route up past Barnagad is
part of the Argyll & Bute Council Core Path Network, with recent Ordnance Survey maps indicating
that there was a forestry bicycle route starting from Achnamara, and it is understood that a longer
distance footpath to Ardrishaig also started at the village. No trace of either of these routes is
evident today. However, there are the remains of other access infrastructure in the area, including a
bench and steps and a bridge leading from one of the forest roads.
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Map 2: Roads, paths and other access infrastructure
Heritage Assets
Two sites are listed on Historic Environment Scotland’s Canmore database
The Clapper Bridge
Crossing the Barnagad Burn just before it reaches the sea, this bridge probably dates to the later part
of the 17th century, erected by the Laird of Oib Graham as a punishment for “delinquency”. It is the
last survivor of a number of “flag bridges” known to have existed in mid Argyll (RCAHMS Argyll 7
1992)
Balure Settlement
This is recorded as a settlement of 6 buildings on the first edition Ordnance Survey map.

Village Hall & Associated Shed
The village hall was built in 1955 by the community on the National Forest Estate. It is a timberframed, metal clad building which is coming to the end of its natural life. It comprises a large single
meeting room approximately 19m by 6m with a kitchen extension 4m x 3m and associated toilet
facilities which are not up to modern standards. Levels of insulation (possibly asbestos) are low and
the heating system is manual electric, resulting in the building taking some time to warm up in
colder weather.
The Building Survey report describes it as being at the end of its design life, although in good
condition for its age and construction type. It also notes that the building is affected by damp; a
problem which will not be possible to solve completely due to the lack of a damp-proof course and a
breather membrane in the building.
The hall is used weekly for Table tennis, Café Connect and band practice; monthly for a library lunch;
and bi-monthly for yoga, book swap, stitch-up and parent and toddler sessions. In addition, there are
9

a number of occasional community meetings and ad hoc events. Total revenue for the year is
approximately £5,000.
There is a small area for parking between the hall and the road which could accommodate
approximately 6 vehicles if parking according to regulations but several more using casual methods
and blocking in other users of the hall. Immediately to the rear of the hall is a shed/garage which is
constructed of similar materials to those of the hall and is being used for the construction of a
community skiff.

The Pier
Achnamara lies at the north-eastern end of Loch Sween, a fjordic sea loch some 10 miles long.
The pier at Achnamara lies approximately 700m south of the edge of the current village boundary. It
is of traditional stone construction with a basic overlay of concrete. It almost reaches the low tide
mark. In the area beyond the end of the pier there are a large number of moorings belonging to
members of the Achnamara Moorings Association; evidence of the sheltered nature of the bay. The
pier is protected from the open sea by being an arm of Loch Sween and by Eilean Mhartan, a tidal
island approximately 300m to the south-west. The sheltered nature of the area is confirmed by a
small private pontoon in the water to the south of Eilean Mhartan and to which the owner is able to
berth a boat at all times of the year. A representative of the moorings’ association reported wave
heights of approximately 0.6m during a severe storm in 2018, with a short wave period causing
moored boats to pitch significantly.
The ownership status of the pier is currently unconfirmed. It is not shown on the Forestry and Land
Scotland online mapping database as being included in its title. FLS staff have agreed to investigate
but at the time of writing no response had been received. It is possible that the pier may still belong
to Poltalloch Estate or it may have been sold by the estate as part of the title to Achnamara House.

4. Sustainable Place-making through Community Ownership of Land and Assets
Community ownership of land and built assets is increasingly viewed by the Scottish Government as
a way to empower people to shape their own places in ways which stimulate economic growth and
wider social and environmental benefits. Two of the 16 outcomes linked to Scotland’s National
Performance Framework (NPF) are particularly relevant in that regard. Namely, that “we have
strong, resilient and supportive communities where people take responsibility for their own actions
and how they affect others” and that “we live in well-designed, sustainable places where we are able
to access the amenities and services we need”1. Significantly too, increasing the amount of land
held in community ownership is now included as an indicator relating to these outcomes in
Scotland’s National Performance Framework.
Recent legislative developments further underscore the supportive nature of the national policy
environment for community land and asset ownership. As well as simplifying and extending the
geographical scope of existing community rights to buy, the Community Empowerment (Scotland)
Act 2015 introduced a right for communities to make requests to Scottish Ministers, local authorities
and a range of other public bodies to own, lease or otherwise use land or buildings they could make
better use of. Similarly, the Land Reform (Scotland) Act 2016, amongst other measures, made
provision for a Land Rights and Responsibilities Statement to help inform policy and practice around
land issues in Scotland and the introduction of a new Community Right to Buy land to further
sustainable development without the need for a willing seller. In addition, the Scottish Land Fund

1

https://www.gov.scot/About/Performance/scotPerforms/outcome
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will continue to operate until 2021 with an annual budget of £10 million to support community
buyouts of land and other assets.

5. Achnamara in Socio-Economic Context
Increasingly much of the impetus for community land and asset ownership in rural areas is being
driven by a pressing need to retain and grow populations in economically fragile areas. The urgency
of that challenge is highlighted by research2 published by The James Hutton Institute in 2017 on
demographic change in Scotland’s Sparsely Populated Areas (SPAs). These are defined as rural areas
and small towns where less than 10,000 people (the minimum population of an urban area) can be
reached within 30 minutes of travel using roads and ferries.
The SPA covers 48.7% of the area of Scotland but contains only 2.6% of its population. The James
Hutton Institute research divides the SPA into six sub-regions: the Northern Isles, Western Isles, the
North and West Highlands, the South and East Highlands, Argyll and Bute and the Southern Uplands.
According to the Institute’s projections the SPA as a whole will lose more than a quarter of its
population by 2046 with the worst affected sub-regions likely to be the Western Isles, Argyll and
Bute and the Southern Uplands. Of particular concern is that the working age population of the
overall SPA is likely to be most affected, with the researchers forecasting its reduction by 33% by
2046.
Negative population trends have been well documented in relation to Argyll and Bute as a whole
over the last two decades. As of June 2017 the total population in Argyll and Bute was 86,810 (the
27th highest population of Scotland’s 32 Local Authority areas). Between 1997 and 2017 the overall
population decreased by 5.4% (in comparison, the population of Scotland as a whole grew by 6.7%
during the same period). The challenging demographic changes highlighted in the James Hutton
Institute’s forecasts for the SPA as a whole are also evident in that trend in decreasing population in
the region. Between 1997 and 2017 the 25 to 44 age group experienced the largest decrease (32.8%) while the 65 to 74 age group experienced the largest increase (+40.4%).
Neither are the more immediate population projections for Argyll and Bute encouraging. Between
2016 and 2026 the region’s overall population is projected to decrease from 87,130 to 84,170, a
reduction of 3.4% (in contrast, Scotland’s overall population is forecast to increase by 3.2% during
the same period). The projections indicate that while the 45 to 64 age group will remain the largest
in the region, the 16-24 age group is forecast to be reduced by 24.2% and the 75+ age group is
forecast to increase by 30% between 2016 and 2026.
Census data from 2001 and 2011 for the Output Areas3 which include Achnamara show similar
patterns to those discussed above as illustrated in table 4 below.
Table 4: Output Area Census Population Data including Achnamara – 2001 & 2011
2001
2011
Population (N)
160
119
U-16
24.38%
10.1%
16-64
58.75%
65.5%
65+
16.88%
24.4%

2

https://www.hutton.ac.uk/research/projects/demographic-change-remote-areas
Output Areas are the most geographically specific units of measurement contained in Scotland’s census. For the 2001
census the Output Area containing Achnamara was 60QD000059 and for the 2011 census it was S00094050.
3
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The overall population declined significantly over the decade between 2001 and 2011 with a
decrease in the percentage of the population under 16 from 24.38% to 10.1%. The working age
population has increased from 58.75% to 65.5% but so too has the over 65 segment of the
population from 16.88% to 24.4%. More recently, the population of the peninsula in 2018 has been
estimated locally to total 114 people. Of these 10 are aged between 0-20; 19 are aged between 21
and 40; 43 are aged between 41 and 60; and 42 are aged 61+. That estimate further amplifies the
demographic challenge faced by the area in terms of its longer-term sustainability.
The most recently available census data indicates that 68% of the population aged 16-74 were in
employment in 2011 in the Output Area which includes Achnamara. Table 5 below shows the
occupational profile of the labour market in both 2011 and 2001.
Table 5: Labour Market Occupational Profile for 2011 and 2001

All population aged 16 to 74 in employment
OCCUPATIONAL PROFILE
Managers, directors and senior officials
Professionals
Associate professionals and technicians
Administration and secretarial
Skilled traders
Caring, leisure and other services
Sales and customer services
Process, plant and machine operatives
Elementary occupations

2011 (%)
68

2001 (%)
68

22.1
13.2
8.8
11.8
17.6
4.4
5.9
5.9
10.3

19.2
8.82
13.24
5.88
16.18
1.47
1.47
17.65
16.8

The data regarding occupational profiles are broadly consistent for both 2011 and 2001 and the
relatively larger % changes for particular occupations must be seen within the context of relatively
small numbers within the population samples for each census year. That said, the data for both
2011 and 2001 show a relatively large degree of clustering around professional and skilled
occupations.
Categories for industry profile are not directly comparable for the 2011 and 2001 censuses.
However, the profile from the 2011 census for Achnamara’s Output Area is shown in Table 6.

Table 6: 2011 Industry profile
CATEGORY
Agriculture, forestry and fishing
Mining and quarrying
Manufacturing
Electricity, gas, steam and air conditioning supply
Water supply, sewage management etc
Construction
Wholesale and retail trade, vehicle repair
Transport and storage
Accommodation and food services activities
Information and communication
Financial and insurance activities

%
11.8
2.9
4.4
1.5
5.9
8.8
1.5
20.6
12

Real estate activities
Professional scientific and technical activities
Public administration etc.
Education
Human health and social work
Other

5.9
1.5
14.7
11.8
7.4
1.5

Notable categories in terms of their % share of the overall industry profile include accommodation
and food services activities (20.6%), public administration etc (14.7%), agriculture, forestry and
fishing (11.8%), and education (11.8%).

Development Policy Context
Argyll and Bute Council identifies its guiding vision for economic development of the region as
follows:
“Argyll and Bute’s economic success is built on a growing population and through the
creation and retention of sustainable job opportunities to encourage people to move to the
area.”
The Council does not explicitly identify community land and asset ownership as an objective of its
economic development strategy. However, the Argyll and Bute Economic Development Action Plan
2016-21 indicates that support will be given to communities and third sector organisations to access
funding information. The Mid Argyll, Kintyre and the Islands Economic Development Action Plan
2016-21 identifies a number of long-term Single Outcome Agreement (SOA) objectives to be realised
by 2023. The most relevant of these is covered in the Action Plan under the theme of Investment in
Communities with an SOA long term objective that “[a]reas within Argyll and Bute realise their
unique potential through partnership working” leading to the outcome of “[t]hriving, sustainable and
successful Mid Argyll, Kintyre and the Islands communities in and the Third Sector”. The description
of related activity is limited to assisting with the redevelopment of Inveraray Community Hall.
There are also sectoral policy developments at the national level which provide context for
potentially developing assets in Achnamara under community ownership. Of particular interest,
given the potential to develop the pier and waterfront, is the marine tourism sector. ‘Awakening the
Giant’, the Strategic Framework for Scotland’s Marine Tourism Sector outlines a vision for Scotland
to be a marine tourism destination of first choice for “high quality, value for money and memorable
customer experience delivered by skilled and passionate people” by 2020. The intention is “to
develop and lead the growth of sailing tourism in Scotland from £101m of visitor expenditure to
£145m by 2020, and to increase the overall economic value of the marine tourism sector from
£360m to over £450m by 2020”. The vision and mission will be delivered by focusing on the themes
of ‘providing authentic experiences’; ‘improving the customer journey’; and ‘building our capabilities’.
‘Awakening the Giant’ has a national strategic focus. Nevertheless, it is possible to envisage
developing the pier and associated assets in Achnamara under community ownership in ways which
are aligned with the three themes identified in the Framework.

6.

Key Findings of the Feasibility Study
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Consultations undertaken for the feasibility study indicate widespread community support for
developments to increase the population of the area and help ensure its sustainability. A lack of
affordable housing in Achnamara is seen as a priority to be addressed although there are mixed
views as to what type of provision should be made available under community ownership of land.
A community hall is widely seen as an essential community asset but there is a divergence of opinion
as to whether the existing hall should be retained, or the school building be used for that purpose, or
whether a new hall should be built.
The school building is also viewed as an essential community asset. While a minority would prefer to
see it reopened as a school immediately, most would like to see it mothballed for a further period to
see if the community can attract more people to live in the area who might then have a need for the
school. Alternative suggested uses – apart from using it as a community hall - included converting it
into housing, leasing it for office space/business units, or turning it into a community ‘hub’.
Much of the discussion around woodland issues centred on housing possibilities (woodland crofts
and plots to meet housing needs and attract new residents), scale of woodland to take into
community ownership (there were mixed views as to whether to take large, medium or small
amounts into community ownership), and woodland-related development opportunities (e.g. paths
and walks development, camp and campervan site, and expanding marine developments into the
forest opposite the pier).
Some support was expressed for buying the pier and land between it and the community hall.
Suggested developments included installing visitor moorings, foreshore development including a
slipway, camping, shower facilities, a café and pontoons. However, concerns were raised about
pubic liability issues and potential running costs under community ownership.
The village hall was built in 1955, has served the community well but is coming to the end of its
design life. 4 options were identified for the future of the building:
• Renovate the existing structure. This would be the simplest and cheapest option at £3060,000 for costs at £500-100/m².
• Renovate and extend. An extension of 50-100m² at a build cost of £2,500/m² and the cost of
renovations to the existing structure would result in a project cost in the region of £180£320,000.
• Demolish & Build New. The removal of the existing buildings would provide the opportunity
to design a purpose-built building based around current and projected community needs.
Assuming a building footprint of 150-250m² and a build cost of £2500/m² for a quality
building, overall costs would be £375-625,000. Similar costs would apply to a greenfield site
that had close access to services.
• Repurpose the building. The community could relocate its community activities to the
former school (see below) or to another site hosting a new-build community centre. The hall
could be used for example to provide premises for a local business.
The best options are to either demolish the existing building and build a new one, or to move
community activities elsewhere and reuse the existing hall for another purpose.
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Ashfield Primary School
The school building offers considerable scope for community use in that the 2 classrooms offer 3
spaces that can be used for different activities. Income-generating activities could include the rental
of business space, a community café and the creation of a small campsite for 4-5 campervans and
several pods. 2 scenarios were modelled envisaging the community using the school as a community
centre with some business activity, or using it primarily for business purposes. Leasing the school
during an extended mothballing period is a possibility, but it would be difficult to raise funds for
redevelopment in these circumstances.
Forestry Options
Achnamara is embedded within the National Forest Estate, and the community has the right to ask
for a transfer of an area of this land under the Community Asset Transfer Scheme (CATS). The
consultants were tasked with developing the community’s existing proposals for CATS. These
proposals were also raised with Forestry and Land Scotland, although detailed discussion awaited
confirmation of the area involved.
Three possible options were developed, based on the scale of the acquisition (“small”16ha,
“medium” 53ha and “large”116ha). The advantages and disadvantages associated with these
options were laid out in an Options Analysis. However in summary, the smallest option would allow
the community to develop some of its aspirations, while the medium scale option extends this to
include Forest Crofts and Woodlots, and the large option encompasses the above, but also has the
potential to deliver enhanced level of financial contribution to other community projects.

Shore & Pier
The existing pier is a useful, although far from ideal, resource for the local community.
Improvements could be made to the pier, and slipway and pontoons with onshore facilities could be
installed. The capital costs of a project will vary according to the site conditions, condition of existing
structures and the scale of the development proposed. A single site project is likely to cost in the
region of £0.5-1.0m and potentially up to £1.5m if significant improvements to the pier and slipway
are included. The provision of a standalone facilities building for toilet/showers and laundry could
cost in the region of £50-75,000.
Housing
The community consultation process carried out by AVHC clearly identified the lack of new housing
opportunities as a key issue for the area. Housing could be provided in a number of ways:
community-led; through other bodies such as Argyll Community Housing Association or Highland
Small Communities Housing Trust; or through private self-build. A combination of some, or even all,
of these options could deliver real benefits in terms of providing new housing opportunities, halting
rural depopulation and rebalancing the demographics of the area.
Options Analysis & Recommendations
The study identified 9 options for the community to consider. These are summarised in the following
Table 7:
Table 7: Purchase Options for Community Ownership
Option
Purchase Cost Annual Income
1 – Hall

£10,000

£4,900
15

Annual Surplus
£0

Community
Aspirations Met?
No

2 – School
3 – Hall & School
4A – Small Forest
4B – Small Forest
+ School
5A – Medium
Forest
5B – Medium
Forest + School
6A – Large Forest
6b – Large Forest
+ School

£100,000
£110,000
£55,000
£155,000

£27,586
£29,476
£15,040
£39,616

£8,237
£9843
£672
£11,515

No
No
No
No

£240,000

£56,310

£10,575

Yes

£340,000

£80,886

£21,418

Yes

£515,000
£615,000

£79,710
£104,286

£28,131
£38,974

Yes
Yes

Options 1-4 were not recommended because they would not provide enough assets to meet the
aspirations of the community for providing a combination of housing, pier redevelopment, firewood
business, woodlots and woodland crofts. Options 5A&B and 6A&B would provide these
opportunities, with Options 6A&B providing greater opportunities than Options 5A&B and
generating greater surpluses for reinvestment. The study advised that the community could aim to
purchase the forest land first and then follow up with a purchase of the school at a later date, if and
when it is closed permanently.
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PART TWO: DEVELOPING ACHNAMARA FOREST FOR THE COMMUNITY
7.

Envisioning the Future

Following receipt of the feasibility study AVHC concluded that Option 6A to purchase a large area of
forest (including the site of the village hall and shed) is the most appropriate course of action to
take. The key drivers of this decision are:
•

•
•
•

•
•
•

The declining population (particularly of young people) with a demographic skewed towards
older age groups indicates that comprehensive action is required to create a sustainable
community for the future.
The community has brought forward strong ideas for the regeneration of the area and has
been enthused by the feasibility study process to have a greater vision for the area.
The community wants to see more young families in the area for whom housing
opportunities and employment will be required.
The community wishes the primary school to be mothballed for a further period of time in
the hope that new families will provide a new demand for the school to reopen. Noting the
community’s wishes and the fact that Argyll & Bute Council are currently following a process
which will take some time to complete regarding the future of the school it is not
appropriate to seek to purchase the school for the community at this time.
The community is strongly supportive of creating better marine facilities at the pier.
New community facilities are required in the medium term to replace the existing village
hall.
Purchasing a significant area of forest will enable the community to strengthen its future
sustainability by, for example creating a number of woodland crofts and businesses linked to
wood fuel or other forest products while also generating surpluses that could be reinvested
in the community’s aspirations for improved community facilities, marine facilities and
community-led housing opportunities.

AVHC therefore has a vision for Achnamara for the future which is of:
“A socially vibrant, demographically balanced community intimately connected to its forest and
coastal assets which deliver benefits for all”.
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8.

Core Development Areas & Actions

A Working Forest
Community ownership will facilitate active management, ensuring that the amenity and
environmental value of the woodland is maintained and enhanced. It will also allow management of
the timber stands, producing an income stream to contribute to the financial sustainability of the
site whilst promoting the establishment (by planting and natural regeneration) of future stands.
ACT SCIO will promote and facilitate local development in selected areas of the forest. This will
generate a long-term source of income for the community, as well as helping to arrest population
decline, and bringing young people into the community.
Forest ownership will be a focus for community resilience and cohesion, increasing community
capacity and well-being by providing opportunities for volunteers to learn new skills and get involved
in management of the woodland.
Sensitive management of the wood, and maintenance or creation of access facilities, including part
of the Argyll & Bute Core Path Network, will foster greater appreciation of the environment amongst
locals and visitors, with particular opportunities to link with the beaver population which is
establishing in the adjoining forest.
The main forestry objectives are
•
•
•

Development of a managed, diversified community owned asset
Creation of spaces for people to live, work and enjoy themselves
Deliver products and services to local community

Some of these objectives will be delivered by the development of crofts and housing, and these
subjects are covered in the Housing section below (px)

Table 8: Forestry Action Plan
Action
Employ or contract a
Development Manager
Develop detailed Forest Plan, to
include Forest Croft and
Woodlot Sites, and access
improvements
Implement Forest Plan
Investigate community
firewood project
Develop fuel wood business
model
Develop community growing
project

Development Cost

£3000

Potential Funding
Sources
Scottish Land Fund

Indicative Start
Date
2020

Scottish Rural
Development
Programme

2020

Self funding/various
.

2021
2020

£50000

Scottish Forestry

2025

10000

Lottery
funding/charitable trusts

2020
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Development Manager
A Development Manager will be employed full-time for the first year, with a view to continuing the
post as a half-time one thereafter. This Manager will put in place the necessary framework for the
development and implementation of the Business Plan.
They will
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

oversee (but not necessarily compile) the Forest Plan
arrange and tender the forest management contract
put in place the framework for establishing Forest Crofts, Woodlots, community firewood,
and community growing.
work with the forest manager (external contract) to develop an appropriate approach to
deer control
work with the directors to develop volunteer engagement
Investigate and develop improvements to the access infrastructure
develop the Forest Management support contract
support the Directors in the development of other community forest projects

It is envisaged that employment costs will be supported by the Scottish Land Fund for the first year.
During this time ACT will seek to become account-managed by HIE and be eligible for partial funding
of the Development Manager role.

Forest Management
The implementation of the Forest Plan will be contracted out to a forestry professional or
organisation. This is costed at £3,000 in year one, when the Development Manager is in post, rising
to £8000 thereafter. The contract will include responsibility for the day to day management of the
forest, including arranging sales, specifying, tendering & overseeing contractors, forestry grant
application and claims, and reporting to the Directors.

Forest Plan
The Development Manager will oversee the development of a Forest Plan, with input from both the
community, and other external support as required, for example a forestry or woodland croft expert
Development of a Forest Plan will give ACT a land use plan which will provide the basis for future
development in the forest. The document will zone areas for different activities, and create a
detailed plan for felling, restocking and management operations within the forest.

Forest Crofts
ACT will develop a first phase of 3 Forest Crofts. In the medium to long term there is the scope to
develop up to 10 units if there is appetite within the community and demand for the sites.
Forest Crofts are a relatively recent development in Scotland. Individuals take on the crofting
tenancy of an area of open ground and/or woodland. Similar models are common the world over,
where it might be more commonly described as ‘family forestry’, typically defined as small scale
forestry, based on personal involvement and strong stewardship values. There may also be scope to
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introduce an individual who has the necessary skills to manage the community forest and/or a fuel
wood business. Support and advice are available from the Woodland Croft Project4
The forest crofts are likely to focus around the two open areas within the study area, one (3.2ha) of
which is in the medium size proposal, and one of c13ha in the large proposal. Each croft would
include an area of forest as well as a portion of open ground. Both open areas are subject to 5 year
leases, which commenced in 2018. Any conservation constraints have not been investigated.

Woodlots
ACT will develop 3 Woodlots within the forest.
Woodlots are a recent introduction to Scotland, but they are common in other countries, such as
Canada. These small area of woodland, typically less than 20 hectares, are managed by a Woodlot
Licence Holder using small scale forestry techniques according to an agreed Allowable Annual Cut,
with a fee which is based on the quantity to be cut. The Woodlot provides an opportunity for the
landowner to get areas of forestry into management and to generate a modest return5.
As with the forest crofts, a Woodlot holder might also have the skills to manage the community
forest, especially as a Woodlot would only be issued to an individual or group of individuals who
have the necessary forest management experience.
Woodlots are a new concept in Scotland, and each one is different. It is not therefore possible to
produce robust financial information on the impact of woodlots. There will be development costs
associated in establishing the woodlots (and the SWA have support available to help with this), and
the income generated will depend on the amount of timber that any woodlot holder is allowed to
fell. A relatively modest income figure of £300/woodlot/year is projected.

Firewood production
ACT will support the development of firewood production from the forest. In the first instance this
might be limited to the development of the Woodlot concept. However other individuals might be
interested in smaller scale arrangements and areas of the forest might benefit from some thinning
and cleaning. Individuals in the community will be granted short term licences to extract small
quantities of fuelwood from specified areas primarily for their own use. The individuals would need
to be appropriately qualified (for example with chainsaw training), but would not necessarily start
with knowledge of woodland management.
It is assumed that this exercise would be broadly cost neutral, as the community would seek to
provide training and management input for the individuals in question. However, some income
might be generated from the licencing arrangement.
In the medium term there is scope to develop a firewood business based upon both arisings from
forest operations and from thinning and cleaning younger forest crops. It is envisaged that this will
occur as forest crofters and woodlotters become established in the forest.
The enterprise would generate two part time jobs for individuals who would be required to produce
and process the firewood, as well as marketing and delivery of the product.

4
5

http://woodlandcrofts.org.cp-27.webhostbox.net/
https://www.scottishwoodlotassociation.co.uk/.
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Polytunnels and community growing
The Project Manager, in conjunction with ACT will confirm the demand for such a facility, locate it,
and oversee its development.
A large scale commercial polytunnel would be required to create sufficient internal space and be
sufficiently robust to have a reasonable survival life in Argyll. A 9 by 20m polytunnel would cost
c£10000, including groundworks, erection, water supply and raised beds. These costs will vary
depending on the nature of the ground and location of the tunnel
An alternative to polytunnels, using more durable acrylic instead of plastic covering has been
developed by a Shetland community growing group6 , and this might also be of interest.

New Housing Opportunities
The supply of houses and house sites on the Achnamara peninsula is extremely limited and often out
of reach for young people with families. If new people are to move to the area to regenerate the
community and increase the likelihood of the school reopening more land needs to be made
available and new houses need to be built.
ACT SCIO will strive to provide these opportunities by delivering its own projects, making
opportunities available for self-build and working in partnership with housing providers to deliver
affordable housing. The objectives for housing under community ownership of Achnamara forest
are therefore as follows:
Objectives:
•

6 new families resident by 2025

•

Development of a housing portfolio that is appropriate to Achnamara’s needs

Self-build housing can be delivered through 2 routes: the creation of new crofts with the right to
build a house and access Croft Housing Grants; and the sale of non-crofted house plots. In each case
these will have burdens attached to ensure that future properties can only be occupied by those
who will be permanently resident in the area. ACT SCIO will explore options for community-led
housing development and create new housing that is appropriate to local needs. Table 9 provides a
summary of how the housing objectives will be met. As with plans relating to other core
development areas discussed later in this document, the Housing Action Plan is indicative and will be
subject to change following more detailed site-specific studies regarding particular developments.

6

https://www.polycrub.co.uk/
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Table 9: Housing Action Plan
Action
Develop policy on providing
house sites with Rural Housing
Burdens for sale
Engage with A&B Council to
designate more land for
housing provision
Study to identify suitable land
for future housing
opportunities

Creation of woodland crofts to
facilitate self-build
Sell 1 burdened plot every 3
years for self-build
2-4 houses constructed by
affordable housing provider
2-4 houses constructed by
AVHC

Development Cost

Potential Funding
Sources

Indicative Start
Date
2019

2019

£5000

Rural & Islands Housing
Fund/ Argyll & Bute
Council/Own
resources/Housing
provider partners

Legal fees for leases
£150-200,000/house
(£10,000/plot sale
price)
£300-700,000

£300-700,000

2019

2020
Croft Housing Grant
Scheme/Self-builders’
resources
Scottish Government
housing
finance/borrowing
Rural & Island Housing
Fund/Own
funds/Borrowing

2022, 2025,
2028
2024

2024

Modern Community Facilities
As noted in Section 6 the current community hall is nearing the end of its design life. It has been a
much-valued facility and ACT will work with the community to provide a community facility that is
appropriate to the needs of the 21st century.
The feasibility study investigated refurbishing the existing facility (with or without and extension),
moving to the school and repurposing the old hall and building a new community centre (either on
the existing site or a new site). An idea proposed from within the community was to relocate the hall
to opposite the pier and combine it with facilities for pier users.
A survey of the community during the consultation process by AVHC found that the relocating to the
pier area had the highest preferred choice but moving to the school and improving the existing
building also had significant support. Opinions within the community may alter following the
completion of the feasibility study and as circumstances develop during the life of this plan. ACT will
therefore pursue a strategy of continued community engagement and further exploring options to
identify and create the best future for community facilities in the area.
Objectives
• A multi-functional building that is accessible to all and contributes to the regeneration of the
community
The option to construct a multi-purpose facility is not currently supported by the Argyll and Bute
Local Development Plan but may be possible in future plans. ACT will therefore work with Argyll &
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Bute Council to explore the potential for developing new community facilities as part of a
comprehensive local place plan for the area. The Community Facilities Action Plan below outlines the
key actions that ACT will take to deliver a 21st century hall for the community.
Table 10: Community Facilities Action Plan
Action

Development Cost

Potential Funding
Sources

Engage with A&BC in
development of new Local
Development Plan
Further engage with local
community on options for new
community facilities following
outcome of A&BC decision on
future of school building
Develop a Masterplan and Local
place plan for regeneration of
the area.
Commission a detailed
feasibility study and design for
new hall (possibly combined
with study for marine access
improvements at pier)

Indicative Start
Date
2019

2020

2020

2021

Marine Facilities
Achnamara’s access to the sea is a major asset to the community. However, the existing pier and
slipway are wholly inadequate for modern use. Modern facilities would enable local people to
maximise recreational opportunities and create opportunities for young people to learn marine skills
such as sail training and kayaking with excellent support facilities. This would be an important facility
to attract people to live in the area. In addition, providing facilities for visiting yachts would generate
income and employment within the local community and cater for the demand that cannot be met
be existing facilities at Tayvallich.
Ownership of the pier area is currently unclear. If it does not belong to Forestry and Land Scotland it
is likely to belong to the Crown Estate, Poltalloch Estate or be part of the title with Achnamara
House.
Objectives
•
•
•
•

A pontoon facility available at all states of the tide
An improved slipway for launching craft
Quality services for boat users
Training opportunities for all, especially young people

In order to achieve these objectives ACT SCIO will first of all need to confirm ownership of the pier
and seek to purchase it. It will commission a detailed feasibility study into options for improving the
facilities in order to make decisions from an informed perspective. It will also consider whether
integrating services with a new community hub (see below) will deliver greater value for money.
Table 11 summarises the plan to improve marine facilities in Achnamara.
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Table 11: Marine Facilities Redevelopment Plan
Action
Confirm Ownership of pier

Commission feasibility study
into marine development
options
Purchase of Pier
Upgrade pier and install
pontoons
Start Sailing club

Development Cost
Minor. A title search at
Registers of Scotland
will be required if it is
not included in FLS title
£5-10,000

£100,000 - £1m

Potential Funding
Sources

Indicative Start
Date
2019

HIE, Awards for All,
successor to LEADER

2021

Scottish Land Fund
SG RCGF/HIE/NLCF

2022
2026
2026
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9.

Development Opportunities & The Planning System

Planning permission is required for most developments on, over or under the ground. In Argyll &
Bute proposals are considered in the context of the 2015 Local Plan. For each settlement areas are
zoned for settlement and open countryside.
Map 3: Achnamara Settlement Plan

In the case of Achnamara the plan shows that the village hall and the school are within the
settlement zone. Therefore, proposed developments for either of these buildings, including
extensions or replacements would be dealt with in a standard process. The same would apply to an
area at the north end of the village which is defined as part of the settlement zone, and which was
previously discussed as a potential site for housing by ACHA.
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The pier is in area defined as open countryside, as is the land between it and the edge of the village
on the west side of the road, and all the way to the forest access road adjacent to the village hall on
the east side of the road. There is a general presumption against extending an existing settlement in
to the open countryside zone. However, development is acceptable where it infills and rounds off
existing sites. ACT will therefore argue that development on the east side of the through road from
the village hall to the edge of the village boundary would constitute appropriate infill. This would
provide opportunities for a mixed housing development that could be developed with partners.
Appropriate development related to the pier such as a toilet facility may also be allowable in the
context of the current plan.
ACT met with planning officers of Argyll & Bute Council in August 2019 to follow up suggestions
which arose through the community consultation process and which offer opportunities for
significant regeneration on the area. These include the redevelopment of the hall on a new site
adjacent to the pier, and perhaps to incorporate campervan hook-ups at that location. They would
also involve extending housing from the village boundary to the pier. Such developments would be
of a significant scale and be contrary to the current Local Plan. However, planning officers were
supportive of the opportunity to use a new village hall to provide facilities for enhanced pier and
pontoon provision. They were less sure about extending housing all the way to the pier area but are
willing to engage further on the issue.
A new Local Development Plan is currently being prepared for adoption in 2020. A Main Issues
consultation on the new plan has already taken place and a draft plan will be issued for public
consultation in the near future. ACT will make representations on that draft when it is produced.
Local Development Plans normally last for 5 years but a new Planning (Scotland) Bill currently going
through Parliament means that these will switch to 10 years in the future. However, there are 2
important aspects to this new legislation. The Scottish Government has indicated that it would like
to see new plans under the Act, when passed, in place within 3 years, so there will be an earlier than
expected chance to shape a revised plan. The new legislation also makes provision for Local Place
Plans (LPPs) to be developed by local communities which would identify their priorities and sit within
the local authority’s plan. AVHC will therefore aim to develop an LPP post-purchase in order to come
to a community consensus on what kinds of new development and exactly where it would like them
to be placed.
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10. Financial Analysis
The financial success of community ownership is underpinned by the management of the
commercial forest. Surpluses produced by the commercial felling of the forest will be used to invest
in a woodfuel business, community owned housing and improved community marine and land
facilities.
At current prices of £30/m3 a cumulative surplus of £55,587 would be generated at Year 5 (2024)
after fulfilling replanting obligations (including those for areas felled by FLS prior to purchase). If
prices prevailed at this level, there would be a surplus of £162,940 at Year 10 and £557,718 at Year
25 (2044).
The community will use the surpluses from the forestry operation to invest in community priorities
of a new community centre, new housing opportunities and improved marine facilities to develop
the economy and improve the sustainability of the local community. This will serve to diversify the
asset base and income stream of the trust, making it less reliant on felling income over the long
term. The employment of a Development Manager, investment in feasibility planning for specific
projects, and capital investment will leave surpluses of £15,587 at Year 5 and £13,735 at Year 10.
Continued capital investment in community housing and continued employment of the
Development Manager (funded from own revenues) will result in a cumulative surplus of £73,362 at
Year 15 and £229219 at Year 25. Each of these figures represent the low point in a financial cycle,
immediately prior to the next round of felling.
The sensitivity analysis for the forest operation shows that a fall of more than 50% in prices to
£14.50/m3 would leave a deficit of -£25,532 in Year 5 only. Years 6-10 would have cumulative
surpluses varying from £8,028 to £31,398. Cumulative surpluses to Year 24 would be £202,826.
Although considerably lower than those generated at a price of £30/m3 these would still be
sufficient for significant investment in other community priorities over the period. In the short to
medium term the ability to create woodland crofts, woodlots, a community wood fuel business, a
community growing project and release land for housing would be unaffected.
A key strength of this business plan is that investment expenditure is only planned to occur after
each round of felling. Therefore, for each 5 year period ACT will know in Year 1 how much capital it
can expect to have available for Years 2-5 and adjust its plans accordingly. Depending on when a fall
in timber prices occurred the community could respond by delaying investment or seeking higher
levels of grant support for individual projects to enable them to go ahead at the planned time. e.g.
The sensitivity analysis shows that a timber price of £23.50/m3 would produce a whole project
deficit of -£18, 431 in 2024 and further deficits in 2027-29. However, this is after allowing for a
community contribution of £150,000 to housing and community hall projects. If the community was
to invest only £100,000 of its own resources or take a less ambitious approach to timescale of
delivery, there would be no deficit position.
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PART THREE: BOARD SKILLS, RISK ASSESSMENT AND FUNDING
11. Skills Survey of Achnamara Village Hall Committee
This section presents and discusses findings from the skills survey that was conducted as part of the
feasibility study. The purpose of the survey was to analyse what skills exist within the Committee’s
membership to undertake the responsibilities of being a community landlord and oversee
development options which the community may wish to take forward. The survey was sent to all
Committee members electronically. 11 responses were received from Committee members and two
responses were included from non-members of the committee. These responses have also been
included in the analysis because they are indicative of skills within the community may be useful for
the committee’s reconstituted organization to draw upon in the event of a successful purchase of
land and/or other assets.

Time Commitment to support the Committee’s Work
An important aspect of taking a community buyout forward is ensuring that the Committee’s
members are prepared to put in the necessary time commitment during both the pre-buyout and
post-acquisition phases. Table 21 below shows survey responses in that regard.

Table 12: Committee Members’ & non-members’ time commitment over next 6-12 months
Committee members
Non-members
Attend some meetings
6 (55%)
2 (100%)
Attend all meetings
4 (36%)
+ less than 1 hour per week
1 (9%)
2 (100%)
+ 1-3 hours per week
5 (45%)
+ 3-6 hours per week
2 (18%)
+ more than 6 hours per week
1 (9%)
Unable to give any time commitment at all
-

As the table shows, there is a clear willingness on the part of Committee members to make
substantial time commitments to assist in taking a buyout forward over the next 6 to 12 months.
Four Committee members are prepared to commit to attending all meetings, five are prepared to
commit an additional 1-3 hours per week, two are prepared to commit an additional 3-6 hours per
week and one Committee member is prepared to commit more than 6 hours per week of their time.
The two non-members also indicated that they would be willing to attend some meetings.
Space was also provided in the survey to provide additional comments in relation to time
commitments. The following comments were made by Committee members:
•

“I would be willing to assist in some aspects of the community development plan where I
believe my skills lie - the marine development side of things in particular.”

•

“I have ticked box attend all meetings, this means that I ought to be able to attend all
meetings unless for some reason there is a conflict or health problem. I have ticked box
between 1-3 hours per week, this could alter in either direction due to health issues.”
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•

“I’m spending significant time travelling so for some of the year will contribute remotely.
When at home, will contribute as required.”

•

“When in Achnamara I am able to attend or support in person. I travel a significant amount
of time and when I do I am happy to work remotely for the committee. I expect to be
travelling for much of 2020.”

•

“I attend most meetings but do not have much spare time, as I work full time and have other
commitments outwith work.”

One of the non-member respondents made the following comment:
•

“Specific input to support projects / business plan - although very limited in next 6 months
due to other commitments”.

The above survey findings are encouraging because they indicate that Committee members are
prepared to commit a substantial amount of time to the organisation’s business over the next 6
to 12 months. That commitment will be vital to ensuring that progress can be made in terms of
progressing a buyout towards a successful conclusion. It will also be vital to ensuring the
realisation of selected development options in the post-acquisition phase.

Profile of Committee Members’ Skills
The main part of the survey focused on identifying respondents’ strengths and weaknesses regarding
a range of generic and specific management and development skills of relevance to community
ownership of land and other assets. The survey results in that regard are presented in table 13 and
discussed below. Responses to particular questions have been divided into Committee members’
responses (denoted by ‘CM’) and non-members’ responses (denoted by ‘NM’).
Table 13 below uses a ‘traffic light’ coding system to illustrate the level of skills regarding each
category depending on responses. Categories marked in green have been identified by two or more
Committee members as one of their primary skills areas. Categories marked in amber have been
identified by two or more Committee members as an area where they have a basic knowledge (in
the absence of any Committee members identifying the category as a primary skills area).
Categories marked in red have been identified by two or more Committee members as areas where
they have no expertise (in the absence of two or more Committee members responding in either the
‘basic knowledge’ or ‘primary skills’ classifications).
These colour-coding classifications are relatively unscientific and the sample size of respondents is
small. Nevertheless, they provide a clear indication of where the Committee’s collective strengths
and weaknesses lie in terms of relevant skills for managing and developing specific land and/or
assets, should the community decide to take favoured initiatives forward. It should also be noted
that there will be other skills and experience within the community which may be available for the
Committee to draw upon following a successful purchase of land and/or other assets.

Table 13: Skills Survey Responses
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No expertise
Skills Area
Managing a Business
Project development
Project management
Organising fund-raising events and
activities
Managing consultants
Managing staff
Running a tourism business
Use of computer packages
Chairing/Facilitating meetings
Representing an organisation to elected
Council Members, MSPs etc.
Working with public sector
organisations
Preparation of financial accounts
Governance issues: roles and
responsibilities of a Director
Charities and Companies House returns
Preparing business plans and strategies
*Conveyancing/legal aspects of Land
and/or Asset Purchase
*Preparing and submitting funding
applications
*Preparing and submitting grant claims
*HR issues (employment law,
employment contracts, recruitment etc)
*Designing websites
*Using social media
*Managing volunteers
*Renewable energy development
*Renewable energy operation
*Using & running IT systems
*Housing development
*Community consultation and
engagement
Book-keeping & financial reporting
Access and Interpretation
Nature conservation/ecological issues
Running a campaign
Marketing/Public Relations
*Lease/Wayleave contract negotiations
Woodland development

CM
2
5
4
3

NM
0
1
1
1

7
2
7
2
2
7

1
0

Basic
knowledge
CM
NM
5
1
4
0
5
0
6
1
1
1

0
1
2

2
5
2
4
4
2

8

1

7
5

A primary
skills area
CM NM
3
1
2
1
2
1
2
0
0
1

1
1
0

2
4
2
5
4
2

1

0

2

1

1
1

2
3

1
1

2
3

0
0

6
6
10

0
1
2

2
2
0

2
0
0

3
3
1

0
1
0

9

1

1

0

1

1

10
7

1
1

0
3

1
1

1
1

0
0

7
1
4
6
8
7
9
6

1
1
1
2
2
2
1
1

3
9
6
4
2
3
1
4

1
1
0
0
0
0
1
0

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

0
0
1
0
0
0
0
1

5
9
8
7
6
10
11

0
2
2
2
2
2
1

6
2
3
4
5
0
0

2
0
0
0
0
0
1

0
0
0
0
0
1
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
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1
0
0

The survey results indicate that Committee members have a high level of capacity in relation to a
number of core categories of relevance to the management and development of land and assets
under community ownership. Three or more committee members identified the following as
amongst their primary skills: ‘managing a business’, ‘managing staff’, ‘preparing business plans and
strategies’, ‘governance roles’, ‘Charities and Companies House returns’, ‘chairing/facilitating
meetings’ and ‘using computer packages’.
Two Committee members identified the following as amongst their primary skills: ‘project
development’, ‘project management’, ‘organising fundraising events’, ‘managing consultants’,
‘representing an organisation to elected members etc.’, ‘working with public sector organisations’,
‘preparation of financial accounts’ and ‘running a tourism business’.
A substantial number of Committee members also responded that they have a basic knowledge of a
range of skills as indicated in amber in table 22 above. These include ‘HR issues’, ‘designing
websites’, ‘using social media’, ‘managing volunteers’, ‘renewable energy development’, ‘using and
running IT systems’, ‘community consultation and engagement’, ‘book-keeping and financial
reporting’, ‘nature conservation and ecological issues’, ‘running a campaign’, and ‘marketing/PR’. It
is also worth noting that in 12 of the 17 ‘amber’ skills categories one Committee member classifies
these as amongst their primary skills.
The only two categories in which Committee members self-classify as having a basic knowledge are
‘lease/wayleave contract negotiations’ and ‘woodland management’.

Survey Respondents’ Comments
Respondents made the following comments on a range of issues.

Relevant Skills
•

“Director and Chair of other community organisations Former Assets Team Manager at HIE
Museum experience Property management and development experience.”

Skills Gaps
•

“Woodland/forestry management. There are people in the village with these skills but they
are either working - and don’t want to give time and skills for free- or not interested.”

•

“Forestry management.”

•

“Need operational day to day support.”

Other Comment
•

“Generally I believe that Achnamara is very well resourced with relevant skills and knowledge
to carry this project forward. We have a good mix of practical, business, management and
fundraising experience between us. Keeping the level of commitment required to develop and
run the project (s) to a manageable level will be important so that we do not experience
volunteer fatigue in the medium to long term.”
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Summary
The Committee’s membership is well served in a wide range of critical skills areas of importance in
taking a community buyout of land and/or other assets forward. The self-classification of business
and staff management, preparing business plans and strategies, and governance roles as being
primary skills areas by several Committee members is a positive indication of high levels of capacity
within the organisation. As is the finding that there are only two areas in which responding
Committee members do not consider themselves to have any expertise at all.
It is important to note that Achnamara would not be the first community to buy a woodland without
having industrial forestry expertise on its board. Many of the skills that the board members have
are useful in managing woodland, and specific knowledge and skills can be developed. It also should
be noted that in the private sector there is no requirement for forestry expertise prior to purchase of
a woodland (or prior to access to the forestry grant system).

The following actions will be taken to enable the Board to address skills gaps and enable successful
community purchase and development of local assets:
1. Recruiting new Board (either local or non-resident) members to augment the skills of
existing members, particularly in the area of woodland management;
2. Arranging skills training for all Board members in relation to identified areas of need;
3. Establishing short-term thematic or topic-specific working groups drawing on wider
expertise and capacity within the community;
4. Early recruitment of specialist development staff to manage the organisation’s activities in
relation to core development areas after a buyout is successfully concluded.
5. Buying in forest management expertise as required to supplement skills of staff and
directors. Provision for this is made in the budget.
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12. Risk Assessment of Community Ownership
Table 14 below provides an assessment of risk factors associated with community ownership of local
assets in the Achnamara area, including the likelihood of their impacts being realised and
recommended actions to mitigate these impacts.
Table 14: Risk Factors and Mitigation

Risk Factor

Likelihood

Scale of
Impact

Description of Impact

Forestry Commission
Scotland refuses to
sell identified land
assets to the
community

Low

High

•

Timber prices fail to
remain at current
high values

Medium

Medium

•

Windblow reduces
value of standing
timber crop

Medium

Medium

•

Pier owned by
private party who
declines to sell

Low to High

Medium

•

•

Unable to secure
funding for first 3-5
years.

Low/Medium

High

•

Unable to proceed
with community
buyout as planned

Mitigation
•

Continue discussions
with owner to facilitate
sale.

Falling timber prices
will reduce surplus from
forestry operations,
with consequent impact
on other community
activities
Windblown timber
costs more to harvest
and is worth less

•

Use conservative timber
price for projections

•

Improvements to
marine facilities not
possible
Would remove
justification for other
development near pier

•

Unable to progress
with proposals as
currently stand – will
require new business
planning process.

•

Ensure that forest
design focuses on
windfirm forestry
Develop appropriate
harvesting programme
Identify owner and
offer to purchase
If offer declined submit
a CrtB application using
‘abandoned and
neglected’ provisions of
Land Reform Act
Early discussions with
key potential funders.
Approach more funders
than may be necessary
to spread risk.
May have to revise
initial proposals.
Submit applications/
proposals at earliest
opportunity.
Greater activity
undertaken by
voluntary directors.
Develop fall back plans
in order to meet key
deadlines

•

•

•
Delay in securing
funding for first 3-5
years.

Low/Medium

High

•
•

Unable to recruit staff
within timescale.
Will affect proposed
budgets and ability to
deliver on original
targets.

•

•

•

Low early Trust
membership uptake.

Medium

Medium

•

Reduced credibility for
Trust in community
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•

Co-ordinated
communications
campaign and
recruitment drive

Table 14: Risk Factors and Mitigation

Risk Factor

Likelihood

Scale of
Impact

Description of Impact

Inability to secure
high calibre staff.

Medium

High

•

May impact on
development
initiatives required to
meet aims.

Mitigation
•

•

•

Inability to recruit
within planned
timescale.

Medium

Medium

•

Delays in delivering
key activities.

•

•

•

•

Lack of local support
for income
generating activities

Low

High

•

Erosion of support
from partner
organisations

Low

High

•

Lack of skills/
capacity to deliver

Low

•

High

•

•
•

Reduces credibility of
Trust as asset manager
on behalf of
community.
Inability to deliver
identified benefits.
Loss of local credibility
and support will
impact on fundraising
and other activities.
Inability to manage
building and
developments therein.
Loss of credibility in
community
Inability to access
development funding

•

•

•
•
•
•

•
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Use networks and
contacts to encourage
applications.
Offer flexibility in
contract – employed or
self-employed.
Use contracts with
existing community
landowners with
known expertise to
pool development staff
resources.
Prepare recruitment
documentation in
advance of securing
funding.
Liaise with partner
organisations in
advance of securing
funding.
Ensure high calibre
candidates attracted to
posts avoiding need for
re-advertisements.
Use contracts with
existing community
landowners with
known expertise to
pool development staff
resources.
Engage and
communicate with
local community on
activities.
Continue to work
closely and ensure
benefits accrue to all
parties.

Mentoring
Recruitment of new
directors.
Training for Directors &
Others
Use of Working Groups
to draw in wider talent
pool
Use contracts to buy in
expertise from existing
Community Landlord
Organisations

Table 14: Risk Factors and Mitigation

Risk Factor

Likelihood

Scale of
Impact

Description of Impact

Volunteer fatigue
means reduced
ability to deliver.

Medium

Medium

•

Inability to achieve
optimal delivery of
wider community
benefits through
development
initiatives

Mitigation
•

•

Aim to secure higher
numbers of volunteers
via Working Groups to
spread workload.
Recruitment of staff for
key activities should
reduce overall
workload.

13. Funding Sources
The funding landscape is in a state of flux at the moment due to a number of factors including ongoing austerity, Brexit and further devolution of powers to the Scottish Parliament.
Austerity has reduced the sums of money available to public funders such as Highlands & Islands
Enterprise (HIE) and local authorities. It has also led to reductions in funding available to the lottery
funders. The UK’s exit from the EU will mean that European funds such as those from the LEADER
programme will no longer be available. The Coastal Communities Fund which was funded from 50%
of the Crown Estate’s revenues in Scotland has been discontinued, at least until there is further
clarity in the final shape of the Crown Estate’s management in Scotland following its devolution to
Scotland.
Despite these issues there are a number of continuing sources of funding. These are:
a.

Scottish Land Fund. The fund has £10m/yr for community purchases of land and
other assets. It can give up to 95% grant on capital and revenue costs. AVHC has
already received Stage 1 funding towards the feasibility study looking at the FCS
owned assets, but not the school. ACT will apply for Stage 2 funding towards the
purchase price and associated legal costs. ACT will aim to secures a discount on the
sale price of property to be purchased so that this will be credited as a community
contribution and SLF could fund 100% of remaining costs. ACT will also apply for
revenue funding to further develop the project through to March 2021, when the
fund is due to close. ACT will be eligible to make a separate application to SLF for
the purchase of the school.

b.

National Lottery Community Fund. The Community Assets stream is wellestablished as a primary funder for community groups wishing to create/improve
key local assets for community use. It can award grants from £10,000 to £1m. It is
highly competitive and only has a 44%7 success rate. This is because of the large
number of applications and the limited funding available (£10m/yr for 10-15
projects across Scotland). A particular cause of rejection in the current programme
is lack of demonstrable community benefit in community-led economic
regeneration projects8. ACT is hopeful that a new community hall and pier

7
8

https://bigblogscotland.org.uk/2018/10/30/success-rates-autumn-2018/#more-8567
https://bigblogscotland.org.uk/2017/09/26/4-things-you-should-know-about-community-assets-funding-one-year-on/
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improvement project would be able to demonstrate this and will work to develop a
project of appropriate scale and benefit to meet the criteria.
c.

Scottish Government Regeneration Capital Grant Fund. This fund has
been running for some years now and is administered through local authorities. It
favours projects with strong community input and a marine project with possible
community centre would be eligible for this fund.

d.

Rural Tourism Infrastructure Fund. The Scottish Government established this
fund9, administered by VisitScotland, to assist areas where infrastructure is
struggling to cope with tourism pressures. Only local authorities can apply for the
funding, but community groups can apply to their local authority for inclusion in an
application. ACT will work with Argyll & Bute Council to identify suitable projects
for inclusion in an application to this fund.

e.

Highlands & Islands Enterprise. HIE’s resources have been reduced
considerably in recent years but it is still able to contribute significantly to
community-led regeneration projects.

f.

Private Grant Making Trusts. There are a wide range of grant making trusts
that award funding to community groups and charities delivering socially beneficial
projects. Each trust has its own criteria and therefore different trusts will support
different projects. ACT will research and apply for funding from this wide range of
sources with the aid of websites such as https://fundingscotland.com/ The
Robertson Trust has been a consistent supporter of community centre projects
across Scotland.

9

https://www.visitscotland.org/supporting-your-business/funding/rural-tourism-infrastructure-fund
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